We study holographic RG flow of the shear viscosity tensor of anisotropic, strongly coupled N = 4 super-Yang-Mills plasma by using its type IIB supergravity dual in anisotropic bulk spacetime. We find that the shear viscosity tensor has three independent components in the anisotropic bulk spacetime away from the boundary, and one of the components has a non-trivial RG flow while the other two have a trivial one. For the component of the shear viscosity tensor with non-trivial RG flow, we derive its RG flow equation, and solve the equation analytically to second order in the anisotropy parameter a. We derive the RG equation using the equation of motion, holographic Wilsonian RG method, and Kubo's formula. All methods give the same result. Solving the equation, we find that the ratio of the component of the shear viscosity tensor to entropy density 
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Introduction
AdS/CFT correspondence [1] [2] [3] is a useful theoretical tool in order to calculate field theory predictions at strong coupling directly from their weakly coupled classical gravity duals or low energy string theory at large-N . The string theory or gravity dual is formulated in a bulk spacetime which asymptotes to Anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime. The bulk spacetime comes with an extra radial dimension which can be interpreted as the energy scale of the field theory [1, 4] . The on-shell action of the gravity theory contains some terms which diverge at the boundary, and this corresponds to UV divergences of the field theory. And, just like we would in field theory, we should introduce a renormalization scheme in the gravity theory side in order to eliminate these divergences. This is done, in the gravity side, by using the holographic renormalization procedure [5] . By implementing this procedure, one can, for example, calculate the renormalized two-point correlation functions of the energy-momentum tensor T b a T b a which can in turn be used to calculate the transport coefficients, like the shear viscosity tensor η b a b a , of a fluid using Kubo's formula [6] . (Note:
Throughout this paper the indices {a, b, c} run over all the spatial coordinates x, y, and z while {i, j} run over the spatial coordinates x, and y only.) If there's is no conformal anomaly, the shear viscosity tensor calculated in this fashion, will be independent of the radial direction, and hence energy scale. If there is a conformal anomaly, however, the holographically renormalized two-point function runs with energy scale according to Callan-Symanzik renormalization group (RG) equation [5] . Therefore, in this case, one expects the shear viscosity tensor also to run, and its value at the boundary (UV) to be different from the one at the horizon (IR). But, if there is no conformal anomaly, the Callan-Symanzik RG flow equation of the two-point function will be trivial. Hence, the shear viscosity tensor won't run, and its value at the boundary (UV) will be the same as the one at the horizon (IR). This has been checked, for example, for isotropic bulk spacetime, where there is no conformal anomaly, by independent calculations of the shear viscosity tensor at the horizon (IR), which goes by the name of 'membrane paradigm' [12, 13] , and earlier works in 1970s [10] , which resulted in a value exactly the same as the one at the boundary (UV) [6] which was calculated by implementing the holographic renormalization procedure. This was later confirmed by directly deriving the RG flow equation for the shear viscosity tensor [13] , by using the equation of motion for the gravitational fluctuations in isotropic bulk spacetime, which turned out to be trivial, therefore, the shear viscosity tensor took the same value at any energy scale.
Since, the strongly coupled quark gluon plasma created in the heavy ion collision [7] is anisotropic [19] , it's important to study the anisotropic version of N = 4 SU (N c ) superYang-Mills plasma by using its type IIB supergravity dual [20, 21] . For example, the trace of the energy-momentum tensor of the anisotropic N = 4 plasma has been calculated in [21] , by using its gravity dual, and it turned out to be proportional to the anisotropy parameter a, more precisely,
48π 4 . This shows that there is conformal anomaly in the anisotropic N = 4 plasma due to the anisotropy. Hence, the Callan-Symanzik RG flow equation for the two-point function, consequently, the RG flow of some components of the shear viscosity tensor η b
In this section, we review the holographic RG flow of the shear viscosity tensor in a general isotropic bulk spacetime following closely reference [13] .
2.1 Effective action for the gravitational shear mode fluctuations in isotropic bulk spacetime
As shown in [12] , later in [13] , and more recently in [29] the relevant equations for gravitational shear mode fluctuations can be mapped onto an electromagnetic problem. Consider a metric perturbation of the form
in isotropic bulk spacetime
Indices: {L, M, N, } run over the full 5-dimensional bulk; {a, b, c} run over all spatial coordinates x, y, and z. And, throughout this paper the Einstein summation convention will apply only for indices {L, M, N, } but not for {a, b, c}. Comparing this to the standard problem of Kaluza-Klein dimensional reduction along the a spatial direction, setting A a N ≡ h a N , and using the gauge h N N = h uN = 0, the Einstein-Hilbert action 
where
The effective action for A a N with the effective gauge coupling g ef fa can be further mapped on to an action for scalar fields
which upon variation gives the equation of motion for the shear mode gravitational fluctu-
Holographic RG flow equation for the shear viscosity tensor in isotropic bulk spacetime
The fact that classical equations of motion in the bulk corresponds to RG flow equations in the field theory side was anticipated at the early stage of AdS/CFT [27] . Therefore, for example, the holographic RG flow equations for the shear viscosity tensor η b a ≡ η b a b a , and conductivity σ were derived, using the equations of motion for the scalar modes of the gravitational fluctuations, and Maxwell's equations of motion, respectively, for an electrically neutral isotropic black hole background [13] , which were trivial in the hydrodynamic limit. And, recently, [28] has derived the same flow equation, for the conductivity, using the holographic Wilsonian renormalization group method [23, 24] , and has provided the proof for the equivalence of the two methods in a general black hole background. Also, [29] has derived the holographic RG flow equation for σ, using the equations of motion for U(1) gauge fields in a charged black hole background, which is non-trivial even in the hydrodynamics limit, and is in agreement with the one derived in [31] using Kubo's formula. Now, we derive the RG flow equation for the shear viscosity tensor
a , which is extracted from the correlation function T b a T b a where T b a is dual to h a b , in isotropic bulk spacetime using the equation of motion (2.9). To this end, integrating by parts the bulk action (2.8), and using the equation of motion (2.9), we'll be left with the on-shell boundary action
where the boundary action at u = ,
And, the canonical conjugate momentum along the radial direction Π is
In terms of Π (2.12) the equation of motion (2.9) can be re-written, in the momentum space, as
, and taking its first derivative with respect to , we'll get
(2.14)
Then, using (2.13) and (2.12) in (2.14), we'll find the holographic RG flow equation for η b a to be
One can see that the RG flow equation (2.15) is trivial in the hydrodynamics limit k c = 0, and ω → 0. Hence, the shear viscosity tensor η b a takes the same value at any hypersurface u = . And, the initial data at the horizon is provided by requiring regularity at the horizon = u h [13] . Since
and N tb a diverge at the horizon = u h , for the solution to be regular at the horizon, the right hand side of (2.15) has to vanish at = u h . From which we recover, the frequency and momentum independent result
And, using the entropy density s =
4G
g(u h ) guu(u h )gtt(u h ) , the shear viscosity to entropy density ratio at the horizon = u h will be
where we used the fact that g aa = g bb , for any a and b in isotropic spacetime. And, since the RG flow is trivial, in the hydrodynamic limit, the shear viscosity to entropy density ratio
will be given by (2.17) at any hypersurface u = , i.e.,
This proves the universality of s , will take different values, and some components of it will RG flow non-trivially, i.e., their value at the horizon (IR) will be different from the one at the boundary (UV).
Holographic RG flow in anisotropic bulk spacetime
In this section, we study the holographic RG flow of the shear viscosity tensor in anisotropic N = 4 SU (N c ) super-Yang-Mills plasma by using its type IIB supergravity dual in anisotropic bulk spacetime derived in [21] . The anisotropic version of an N = 4 SU (N c ) super-Yang-Mills plasma is given by deforming the gauge theory by the Chern-Simons term [20, 21] 
with θ(z) = 2πaz depending linearly on one of the spatial dimensions. The constant a is related to the density of D7-branes which are homogeneously distributed along z and are dissolved in the bulk of the dual theory [21] .
Effective action for the gravitational shear mode fluctuations in anisotropic bulk spacetime
Our five dimensional axion-dilaton gravity bulk action, which is a type IIB supergravity action where the Ramond-Ramond (RR) field, the axion, is a 0-form potential which is the 'magnetic' dual of the 8-form potential which couples to D7-branes 'electrically', is [20] [21] [22] 
. The background solutions for the equation of motions resulting from the variation of this action are [21] χ = az, (3.3)
Indices: {L, M, N, } run over the full 5-dimensional bulk; {a, b, c} run over all spatial coordinates x, y, and z; {i, j} stand for x and y only. Also, throughout this paper the Einstein summation convention will apply only for indices {L, M, N, } but not for {a, b, c} and {i, j}. And,
for a T . And, the horizon u h and the entropy density s are related to the temperature T by [21] 
Using the trick of [12, 13] of Kaluza-Klein dimensional reduction in the a direction, considering only h N a = h N a (x M = a), and using the gauge h N N = h uN = 0, we'll get the effective action
Note that this action, as emphasized in [13] , is exactly in the form of the standard Maxwell's action with an effective coupling for the gauge fields
It's obvious from the above relationship that the effective coupling g ef f i = g ef fz since g ii = g zz . Hence, we have two distinct effective theories depending on which coupling and gauge fields we use. The gauge fields A i N are coupled by g ef f i , and the gauge fields A z N are coupled by g ef fz . For example, using the effective theory with the g ef f i we can extract the shear viscosity tensor However, we observe that two of the three independent components of the shear viscosity tensor in the bulk, η z i , and η i z , take the same value at the boundary, hence, we have only two independent components of the shear viscosity tensor at the boundary. This is consistent with the fact that the one index up and one index down energy-momentum tensor operator at the boundary is symmetric, and the shear viscosity tensor has only two independent components at the boundary [18] . Now, we start studying the properties of the shear viscosities using their corresponding effective actions. The effective action for A z i with the effective gauge coupling g ef fz can be found from the action (3.14) by setting a = z, N = i, and
Similarly, the effective action for A i b with the effective gauge coupling g ef f i can be found from the action (3.14) by setting a = i, N = b, and L = b
26)
Note that we have dropped the mass-like term 
and,
for a = 0. Equations (3.29), and (3.30) are exactly Eq.14, and Eq.17 of reference [22] , respectively, derived using the membrane paradigm approach. But, in order to calculate η i z one has to solve the RG flow equation that we'll get from the corresponding effective action (3.21).
Holographic RG flow equation for the shear viscosity tensor in anisotropic bulk spacetime
In this section, using the equation of motion for the shear modes of gravitational fluctuations, we derive the holographic RG flow equation for the shear viscosity η i z . Varying the effective action (3.21), we find the equation of motion
Using the equation of motion (3.31) in the bulk action (3.21), we get the on-shell action (3.32) where the boundary action at u = , S B [ ], is
In terms of Π (3.34) the equation of motion (3.31) can be re-written, in the momentum space, as
The shear viscosity tensor η i z is defined by η i z ≡ Π iωψ z i , and taking its first derivative with respect to , we'll get
(3.36)
Then, using (3.35) and (3.34) in (3.36), we find the holographic RG flow equation for η i z to be
which is non trivial even in the hydrodynamics limit k y = 0 and ω → 0. One can also see that at a = 0, which makes M i = 0, the flow equation (3.37) reduces to the isotropic one (2.15). The flow equation (3.37) can also be derived by using the holographic Wilsonian RG method, and Kubo's formula as shown in Appendix A, and Appendix B, respectively.
Solution
In this section, we solve the flow equations (3.37) analytically up to second order in the anisotropy parameter a. The initial data at the horizon is provided by requiring regularity at the horizon = u h [13] . Since
and N ti z diverge at = u h , in order for the solution to be regular at the horizon, the right hand side of (3.37) has to vanish at = u h . From which we recover frequency, momentum and mass-like term M i independent result
And, using (3.10), the shear viscosity to entropy density ratio at the horizon = u h will be
for a = 0. Writing out η j z = (η i z )+i (η i z ) in (3.37), taking ω → 0 limit, setting k y = 0, and writing out the metric components explicitly, we'll get Since, we are interested only up to second order in a, we'll take B = e φ = 1 + O(a 2 ), and
. Therefore, up to a second order in a, the flow equation for (η i z ) can be written as
Solving (4.5), using the initial condition at the horizon (η j z ( = u h )) = 0, and using it in (4.4), we'll get
Note that ω is canceled out. Solving (4.6), and setting (η i z ) ≡ η( ), we'll get
which, after using (4.1), and (3.9), becomes
Note that at a = 0 (4.8) reduces to the isotropic case calculated in [11] . And, using (3.10), the shear viscosity to entropy density ratio at any hypersurface u = will be
Note again that when a = 0 in (4.9) η( ) s will take the universal value 1 4π . We've plotted the holographic RG flow of η( ) s (4.9), for a fixed value of a and T , in Fig. 1 . As we can see from (4.9), the shear viscosity to entropy density ratio at the boundary = 0 becomes Note that (4.10) is equivalent to (3.30) as advertised in section 3.1. And, at the horizon
We've plotted the temperature flows of η( =u h ) s 
Conclusion
We have revisited the calculation of the shear viscosities of the anisotropic, strongly coupled N = 4 super-Yang-Mills plasma by means of its type IIB supergravity dual which was previously carried out in [22] using membrane paradigm and numerical methods. We have showed that, at finite UV cut-off, there is an additional shear viscosity in addition to the other shear viscosities studied in [22] . Unlike, the shear viscosities studied in [22] , we have showed that our additional shear viscosity has a non-trivial RG flow equation. We have derived and solved the RG equation, analytically up to second order in the anisotropy parameter a, and have found that its value at the boundary (UV) is equivalent to one of the shear viscosities studied in [22] , and violates the holographic shear viscosity (KovtunSon-Starinets) bound. Finally, we emphasize that, our observation, at the bulk away from the boundary, the shear viscosity tensor has three independent components due to the antisymmetry of the one index up and one index down energy-momentum tensor operator, while at the boundary, it only has two, since the one index up and one index down energy-momentum tensor at the boundary is symmetric, is a theoretically interesting finding that calls for a better understanding of why at finite UV cut-off the structure of the theory changes qualitatively.
where σ H is the value of the conductivity at the horizon r = r H . Using this result, reference [31] has derived the RG flow equation for the conductivity σ(r), which is given in Eq. A.15 of [31] , i.e.,
Therefore, if we just replace N by 2κ 2 N uj z , N g rr g tt by 2κ 2 N ti z , M by −2κ 2 M i , and σ by η i z in (B.3), we will get (3.37) with k y = 0. One should also note that, at zero momentum and zero frequency limit, (B.1) is exactly the same as (3.31) with these replacements.
